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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
2021
Once again we are very impressed
by the high quality solutions and
visionary founders who passionately take the Nordic and Baltic fintech
and impact tech landscapes into
the future. A total of 20 startups
participated in this first cohort of
the 2021 Lighthouse program, of
which 15 fintech companies in the
FINITIV program and 5 impact companies in the MASSIV program. Two
themes that stood out among the
participants included sustainability
and e-commerce solutions; therefore, we performed deep-dives on
these topics as part of this report
(see pages 18-21). Despite yet another program run completely digitally, we strongly believe that great
discussions and insights have been
initiated as a result of the program,
and we look forward to following
the journeys of all the participants!

The winners of the 2021 Lighthouse programs were
selected due to their strong solutions and great
traction
Together with our program partners, we had the
privilege to select the worthy winners of the two
programs. Earthbanc, a solution for banks and
corporates to report and verify carbon risks, was
the winner of the FINITIV program due to their impressive communication, value proposition, and future potential of the company. SPENN, a solution
allowing people in developing countries to deposit, spend, and save money free of charge, was selected as the winner of the MASSIV program due
to its readiness to scale, groundbreaking technology and impressive progress during the program.
On page 12 you can read more about the winning
solutions, as well as see which companies won the
other awards, including the people choice awards,
investor awards, impact potential award and FINITIV country winner awards. However, as elaborated
by Ole Sivertsen, the CEO of Desert Control, the
biggest win is not the pizes from the overall competition, but rather the partnerships between the
participating companies that is enabled through
the program.
Bank-fintech partnerships have strong use cases
for both sides, but require conscious engagement
to be successful.
In our discussions with the partnering banks, a common request was to share lessons can be learned
from bank-fintech partnerships, including do’s and
don’ts on how to make these partnerships successful. We therefore discussed the topic not only with
the banks to hear their perspectives, but also with
program advisors, Mastercard colleagues and the
participating fintechs. One conclusion from these
talks was that partnerships between the stakeholders are indeed extremely important for the
future success of both sides. However, in order to
make these partnerships successful, it is important
to enter the discussions with a clear outcome in
mind. We elaborate on this topic on pages 22-24
of this paper.
Lighthouse alumni companies continue to impress
and grow
In addition to our talks with the current participants, we also took the chance to catch up with two
of the former Lighthouse program winners to hear
about their latest developments. On pages 26-27
we summarize interviews with Desert Control (winner of the first MASSIV program, which was held in
the first half of 2020) and Doconomy (winner of the
second FINITIV 2019 program). These discussions
provide insights from Doconomy’s experience of entering into a global partnership with Mastercard,
and how Desert Control’s mission to make deserts
green has led them through an IPO and potentially,
a future trip to Mars.
We hope you enjoy the report and will return to see
the next cohort of the Lighthouse program!
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INTRO

IT ALL STARTED WITH A
SERENDIPITOUS
ENCOUNTER

“Each year, we select 20
highly competitive companies
to participate in the Lighthouse
programs”

success and foster partnerships in the financial
ecosystem. So, in 2018, we therefore launched the
first Lighthouse FINITIV program, with an aim to

MATS TARALDSSON
H E A D O F I N N OVAT I O N , F I N T E C H
A N D I M PAC T-T E C H E N G AG E M E N T S

foster innovation between emerging startups and
banks in the Nordics and Baltics and hopefully find
the next fintech unicorn. In 2019 we launched a second Lighthouse track, MASSIV, to support startups
that wanted to become impact unicorns, that is,

The seeds of what became the Lighthouse

with a promise to improve one billion lives.

program were planted already back in
2010. At the time, I sat down for a cup

Since its foundation, Lighthouse has evaluated

of coffee with the founders of a pre-rev-

more than 1,000 startups in the Nordics & Baltics.

enue payment acceptance startup, and

Each year, the program selects a highly competi-

I liked what I saw. My colleagues within

tive handful of companies that we deem hold great

Mastercard agreed, and soon we decided

potential to repeat the success of iZettle. We hope

to invest in the company. The startup was

to see you as part of this journey, either as a par-

iZettle, and in 2018 this small Swedish

ticipating startup, program partner or just a curi-

company achieved a valuation of $2.2b,

ous reader of this report.

minting it as one of the nation’s first fintech unicorns.
Looking back at this a few years later, we
had a desire to find a way to repeat this
M ATS TA RA LDSSON
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LIGHTHOUSE
PROGRAM TIMELINES

FALL 2018
• Launch of the Lighthouse program
• Hosted the first ever official fintech side event at Slush

SPRING 2019
• 15 media events received over seventy thousand program impressions
• 10 published articles in FinansWatch, Shifter, Rahageenius

FALL 2019
• Doconomy wins the Lighthouse program and receives investment from Mastercard
• Kristina Kloberdanz (Mastercard’s CSO) announces the launch of Lighthouse MASSIV at Slush

SPRING 2020
• $32M raised by startups during or after the program
• Program pivots to fully remote setup in response to Covid-19

FALL 2020
• 1 million brand impressions
• 1350+ partnership meetings facilitated since the start of the program
• More than 70 known partnership cases initiated
• Hosted the first ever official fintech side event at Slush

P.05

THE PROGRAM

LIGHTHOUSE CONSISTS OF TWO TRACKS:
LIGHTHOUSE FINITIV & LIGHTHOUSE MASSIV

LIGHTHOUSE FINITIV
The FINITIV program is a part of Mastercard’s
continous effort to support the fintech community
in the Nordics and Baltics by connecting startups
with our corporate partners, with growth as
the end goal for all partners involved. FINITIV is
especially designed for Fintechs in the region who
dare to challenge the status quo and address key
needs for the players in the market.
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ALPHA VISUM

MAXAA

SNAPIO

L AT V I A

L AT V I A

L AT V I A

Alpha Visum has developed
API technology that can be
used in machine learning.

maxaa is providing a retail
ecosystem through their fully
digital cash-register.

Snapio is a one-click checkout
solution for contextual shopping with advertisements.

INDO

YAY

EARTBANC

ICELAND

ICELAND

SWEDEN

Indó is the first challenger
bank in Iceland. 100% safety,
unparalleled transparency.

YAY is a digital gift card platform that enable you to give
and receive gifts through the
YAY app.

Earthbanc reports and
verifies carbon risks for banks
and their corporate customers.

2021.
DEFENTRY

ASTAT

DINTERO

SWEDEN

N O R WAY

N O R WAY

Defentry is a personal cybersecurity ecosystem that safeguards personal data.

Astat is a Norwegian challenger bank for underserved
small and medium businesses.

Dintero helps merchants with
a complete payment solutions
including payment platform.

ZDATA

CARDLAB

SWEDEN

DENMARK

ZData offers a platform that
connects financial players and
accounting systems.

CardLab develops secure
smart biometric cards for
unique user identification.

CREDIWIRE
DENMARK

Crediwire is a platform for
financial optimization, for
companies and their advisors.

Continues...
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THE PROGRAM

LEGACY

SWIIPE

DENMARK

WERT

DENMARK

ESTONIA

Legacy is a digital platform
that helps companies become
Lean and Green.

Swiipe Payments is an online
One-Click payment solution
for the e-commerce market.

Wert is helping the digital asset
industry grow through developing a set of regulated services.

“We have seen the Mastercard Lighthouse
FINITIV program accelerate and even transform many companies.
The Spring 2021 program was joined by 15
high-potential companies from which many
achieved significant results. Having a clear
value proposition, partnership-readiness,
and allocate necessary team resources are
some key success factors.
I look forward to continuing to follow each
company’s progress.“

LANA BRANDORNE
PROGRAM MANAGER
LIGHTHOUSE FINITIV

P.08
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2021.

THE PROGRAM

LIGHTHOUSE MASSIV
The MASSIV program is Mastercard’s social impact
partnership program dedicated to finding and
scaling the next impact unicorn. By partnering with
startups that have a high potential to improve the
prosperity of the planet and supporting them to
scale globally, the program aims to help one billion
people live more prosperous and secure lives by
2025.
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ADRESSYA

VIVEO

DDFINANCE

Addressya allows individuals
to register a complete, precise,
and easy to use address.

Viveo Health is an e-health
provider to make doctors accessible via a virtual clinic.

DDFinance scales digital, lowcost national insurance marketplaces and distribution.

FARMFORCE

SPENN

FarmForce enables transparent and digital management
the the agricultural first mile.

SPENN allows people in developing countries to deposit,
spend, and save money.

2021.
“What makes Mastercard Lighthouse
MASSIV most exciting are the results and
opportunities to scale that impact tech
companies can achieve in this program.
The format of commitment and accountability makes the program unique and proves the
right way to help scale-ready social impact
startups pursue partnerships globally.”

ELEONORE
HINLOPEN
PROGRAM MANAGER
LIGHTHOUSE MASSIV
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LIGHTHOUSE
PROGRAM WINNERS

Stockholm-based Earthbanc was selected as the
winner of this spring’s Mastercard Lighthouse
FINITIV program! Earthbanc impressed the
Lighthouse team and partners with its clear communication, strong value proposition, and potential
to help organizations measure scope 3 emissions.

“ Thank you so much for this
Mastercard Lighthouse
FINITIV award, we are honored
to be in this great program
- getting to work with top
banks to achieve the mission
of reaching net zero and also
creating a positive impact
globally with our sustainable
finance and carbon offset
solutions with the
Mastercard network” ,
– Tom Duncan,
CEO at Earthbanc

OTHER AWARDS
Baltic

Denmark

Norway

Investor Award

People’s Choice

Norwegian based SPENN was selected as the winner of this spring’s Mastercard Lighthouse MASSIV
program! The rationale for choosing them included
SPENN’s readiness to scale, its ground-breaking
technology and its progress during the program. In
a little over three months, SPENN welcomed over
80,000 new customers on their platform globally.
OTHER AWARDS
Impact Potential
Award

P.12

People’s Choice
Award

Investor
Award

“To win the Mastercard Lighthouse MASSIV Program is
both humbling and exciting. It
has not been an easy year for
fintech startups, but fortunately SPENN has stayed true
to our core value of bringing
financial services to those that
need it most. We’re grateful
for programs like Lighthouse
that really delivers on their
promise of “partnerships”
and we’re thrilled to continue
on the journey to see where
it takes us. We look forward
to extending our frictionless
payment solution to Mastercard’s partners, customers and
network.”
– Jens Glasø, CEO SPENN
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ESG REPORTING AS A STRATEGIC ASSET FOR SMES

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL
& GOVERNANCE (ESG)
REPORTING CAN BE A COMPETITIVE ASSET FOR THOSE
THAT DO IT WELL
Although not yet required by regulators for SMEs, ESG
reporting is gaining importance
Sustainability reporting has long been a building block
of business strategy—but while it remains a brand dif-

requirements are going to be-

ferentiator today, it is quickly becoming a baseline ex-

come a more visible part of the

pectation. As KPMG concludes in their 2020 survey on

way companies conduct busi-

sustainability, environmental, social and governance

ness. “Regulators are pushing

(ESG) reporting is now widely recognized by financial

and we can expect a snowball

stakeholders as a critical component of corporate re-

effect within a few years” says

porting 1. But while public companies have made sig-

Magnus Nørbo, CEO at Legacy,

nificant investments in their sustainability reporting

a

efforts, the same is not always the case for smaller

pant in this semester’s Light-

firms. As requirements from regulators, investors and

house

customers increase, smaller businesses will also feel the

winner, Earthbanc, also agrees

pressure to professionalize their reports. While this is

with this sentiment “SMEs are

difficult to do alone, fintechs and impact startups of-

very quickly on the horizon for

fer solutions to bring credibility and simplicity to the

increased sustainability report-

sustainability reporting process for smaller companies.

ing adoption” says CEO, Tom

Copenhagen-based
FINITIV

partici-

program.

Our

Duncan. If the new package
Demands are increasing from regulators, customers

comes into force soon, SMEs

and partners

will

Earlier this spring, the European Commission adopted

than one might think. “In this

a package of sustainable finance measures that would

new package, all large compa-

increase the financial reporting requirements and ex-

nies and all listed companies

tend the Non-Financial Reporting Directive (NFRD).

expect that micro companies

In an interview with Magdalena Frembäck, reporting

will have to comply with the

specialist at the sustainability consultancy Ethos Inter-

CSRD, increasing the coverage

national, we asked about the implications of this. “The

from about 11,600 companies

different countries’ implementation of the current EU

today to 49,000 on an EU level.

directive has been too vague, which is something that

According to Magdalena Frem-

the EU wants to resolve by becoming stricter and more

bäck, Ethos International : “sep-

concrete with the Corporate Sustainability Reporting

arate sustainability reporting

Directive, the CSRD”, she said 2.

standards will be developed for

need

to

comply

sooner

large companies and for small
Advisors to Lighthouse MASSIV and participating start-

and medium sized companies,

ups in Lighthouse FINITIV anticipate that the tougher

dictating what kind of sustain-

Sources:
1) Time has come: The KPMG Survey on Sustainability Reporting 2020, KPMG
2) Magdalena Frembäck 2021, Ethos International
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2021.
In

order to

demands

for

meet

increasing

ESG

reporting,

smaller companies need tools
to automate the data gathering
and collection process. This is a
challenge that Doconomy (FINITIV ’19), has embraced with
their consumer-facing tool designed to calculate the CO2 imability information must be included.” Ms. Frembäck,
continues: “One of the biggest changes for companies
is that all must show how exposed their businesses are
to climate risks, they must disclose how they have applied the dual materiality perspective, the sustainability
data must be audited, and sustainability reporting now
needs to be an integral part of the management report,
not a separate document. The information must also
include a digital tag” 3.
SMEs risk getting caught in scope 3 climate risk
exposure control
Perhaps one of the most prominent and widespread
sustainability standards so far is the Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) protocol. According to GHG’s website, the standard is used by “nine out of ten Fortune 500 companies”
to measure and manage greenhouse gas emissions created by a company’s core operations and value chain.
The protocol helps managers adopt the same definitions when they measure all direct, or “Scope 1”, emissions produced by company-owned assets (i.e. emissions
produced directly by a company-owned office building
or car). It also helps them measure Scope 2 emissions
created by the company’s indirect energy consumption
(i.e. emissions produced by business air travel, employee commuting, leased properties, etc.). Finally, the GHG
helps companies measure the emissions they produce
indirectly (i.e. through their investment activities, their
distribution networks, etc.). Scope 3 is generally considered the greatest share of an organization’s carbon
footprint and, hence, represents a significant climate
risk exposure 4.

pact of each card purchase, “We
want to create the language so
to say, a shared standard for
how we talk about emissions,
that is paramount for having a
foundation to work from”, the
Doconomy founders told us.
Several Lighthouse companies
are working on solutions to automate and simplify sustainability reporting for different
customer

segments.

Legacy

(FINITIV ’21) targets small businesses, offering them a user
friendly and cost-efficient CO2
accounting solution to simplify their

emissions

reporting.

Earthbanc (FINITIV ’21) targets banks and businesses and
aims to be “a leader in measuring scope 3 impact” by offering
emissions reporting automation
and audited carbon offsets in
collaboration with the European Space Agency. Normative,
a Lighthouse MASSIV alumnus
company, focuses on private
equity firms and their portfolio
companies by providing an AI
tool that analyzes ERP systems
data and generates standardized reports.

Sources:
3) Magdalena Frembäck, Ethos International
4) Greenhouse Gas Protocol 2021
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ESG REPORTING AS A STRATEGIC ASSET FOR SMES

ESG compliance can be an asset – but not all SMEs

As one would expect, industry

recognize it

type is also a key driver of a

Aside from increased access to customers and capital,

company’s sustainability focus.

there are many other benefits for SMEs to adopt an in-

64% of Manufacturing, 63% of

creased focus on sustainability. Shields and Shellman

Education/human

(2017) enumerate the benefits of reduced costs and

cial work activities and 60% of

risks as well as employee recruitment and retention 5.

Agriculture find sustainability

For the moment, impact is still a strong brand signal of

important, whereas only only

innovation and competitiveness especially in relation to

around half of companies in

recruiting. According to Danske Bank’s +impact survey,

Business/administrative

Impact startups receive 25% more applicants compared

port/consulting

to other startups. As demand for sustainability report-

insurance thinks the same. Fe-

ing solutions increases from companies of all sizes, in-

male

vestors appear to have a corresponding intention to in-

sustainability more important

crease supply. The Danske Bank +impact survey further

than male respondents or those

confirms that corporate investors invest twice as much

who preferred not to identi-

money in so-called “green growth startups” compared

fy their gender—a finding that

to startups with no sustainability focus 6. This was also

was true for all Nordic countries

confirmed in our discussions with Lighthouse program

participating in the study re-

participants, where investors also prioritize sustaina-

gardless of company size. There

bility in their investment criteria.

were also country differences.

health/so-

and

respondents

sup-

finance/

considered

Danish SMEs in general found
Most SMEs recognize the importance of sustainability—

it less important (only 45% said

even if most of them have yet to adopt rigorous report-

it was important) compared to

ing methods. Mastercard recently conducted a survey

in Sweden, Norway and Finland

among over 1,000 SMEs across the Nordics where this

(56-60% said it was important).

question was investigated . A key takeaway from the
7

survey is that SMEs do care about sustainability. More

While

most

SMEs

consider

than half of the interviewed companies said it was im-

sustainability

portant or very important for their business to work

proportion not yet actively en-

with sustainability. A second takeaway, however, is that

gaging with the topic is still

the importance put on sustainability varies substantial-

concerningly large when consid-

ly between company types, size and even demographics

ering the forthcoming reporting

of the business owner. For example, larger SMEs con-

requirements.

important,

sidered it more important than micro sized companies
(see graph).

Sources:
5) A Method to Launch Sustainability Reporting in SMEs: The B Corp Impact Assessment Framework 2017, J.F. Shields and
J.M. Shellman Journal of Strategic Innovation and Sustainability, Vol 12(2)
6) State of Nordic impact Startups 2021, +impact by Danske Bank, Green innovation group
7) SME study 2020, Mastercard
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the

2021.
The building blocks are in place, the next step is to put

In summary, we have all the

it all together

necessary

Despite their limited ESG reporting efforts today, a ma-

make

jority of SMEs recognize the need for reporting and tools

ing a reality for SMEs as re-

to do so going forward. Solutions such as those from

quirements from regulators,

Earthbanc, Legacy, Doconomy and Normative represent

customers and partners are

important contributions to the field. But while these

increasing. The SMEs them-

startups offer a positive starting point, they also need

selves find it important and

to work with partners to provide a more comprehen-

investors want to fund them.

sive view of sustainability, including measurements of

Solutions such as those pro-

social impact. Here, banks have an opportunity to take

vided by the Lighthouse com-

a central role in making a comprehensive sustainability

panies act as enablers for this

solution accessible for their corporate customers. For

development to take place,

SMEs specifically, a cost-effective solution sponsored

with banks and other corpo-

by banks could fast track progress. Banks could play the

rates to partnering to play

role of primary advisors to help SMEs understand what

their role in this journey.

foundations

sustainability

to

report-

sustainability activities to focus on and how to present
these efforts to investors and customers alike.

Importance of sustainability
Not importent at all

Not very important

7%
9%

17%

7%
11%

8%
28%

29%

3%
8%
28%

7%
28%

29%
Neutral
36%
Important

Very important

27%

35%

36%

45%

20%

19%

18%

23%

20%

Overall

Self
employed

Micro

Smal

Medium
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IMPACT OF THE PANDEMIC ON E-COM FINTECHS

THE PANDEMIC HAS
PAVED THE WAY FOR
E-COM FOCUSED
FINTECHS
E-commerce has experienced nearly unimaginable
growth as a result of the pandemic. The second quarter
of 2020 has been called the most exceptional quarter
in the history of e-commerce1 , and the growth charge
has continued to this day2 . Various Lighthouse program
companies have been directly or indirectly affected by
this boom. In this section, we highlight both the success
stories and the growth opportunities we gleaned from
discussions with the companies and program partners.

Local fintechs have benefited from the e-commerce

the “pure” e-commerce solu-

boom of the pandemic

tions in the program, but also

What stands out with the current e-commerce boom is

by companies at the intersec-

not only the incredible growth rates, but also the multi-

tion between online and offline

dimensional nature of this growth. Anders Riis, Founder

commerce. As an example, the

at Swiipe Payments, sees at least three drivers, all of

Icelandic government turned to

which increase e-commerce transactions and volumes:

Yay, a digital gift card platform

“Not only do new customer groups such as the elderly

that can be used to shop both

go online, but we also see an increased usage among

online and offline, to provide

those who were already familiar with e-commerce be-

stimulus money directly to all

fore the pandemic. This in turn comes from increased

members of the Icelandic pop-

frequency in prior purchases, as well as new purchases

ulation. Jānis Grīslis, CEO and

in new product categories”. Daro Navaratnam, CEO and

co-founder of Snapio, a one-

Co-Founder at Dintero, agrees on the positive impact of

click contextual shopping solu-

the pandemic. “The pandemic has indeed supported our

tion that allows users to scan

growth, but we had already taken the necessary steps

QR codes to make instant pur-

before the pandemic in order to fully benefit for the in-

chases, says that the pandemic

creased demand for our services”.

has not only supported the usage of their solution today, but

This unprecedented growth was not only captured by

Sources: 1) E-barometern Q2 2020, Postnord; 2) E-barometern Q1 2021, Postnord
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also paved the way for a future

2021.
in which hybrid shopping solutions become more com-

interviews confirmed that con-

mon. “You might go to the offline store and finalize your

sumers have limited time, want

purchase through an app”, he says, “and since people

payments to be in the back-

are now more used to making purchases through on-

ground,

line checkout flows, a hybrid solution such as ours has

to be pre-filled and use their

a clear role to play”. This view is supported by recent

phones as a one-stop solution.

e-com studies, where large merchants have announced

Security was yet again con-

their intention to increase omnichannel payment solu-

firmed as being key, but many

tion investments going forward .

consumers associated security

3

expect

online

forms

with aspects such as good user
A common theme among all these solutions is simplicity

interface (UI), instant notifi-

and a strong customer experience, regardless of wheth-

cations and payment verifica-

er the counterparty is a consumer, a business or even

tions. In other words, security

the government. “The government chose us due to the

was not seen as contradictory

simplicity of our solution”, says Ari Steinarsson, CEO

to fast checkouts, but rather

and co-founder of Yay.

the other side of the same coin.
A payment solution provider

Data supports the fintech proposition of fast, simple

cannot therefore use online se-

and secure e-commerce solutions

curity as a justification for long

To put these findings into a broader context, let us re-

checkout flows, as a frictionless

visit findings from recent studies conducted by Mas-

payment experience is integrat-

tercard Nordics & Baltics. In one of these studies, we

ed in the perception of what se-

interviewed 2,000 Swedish consumers about their

curity is.

e-commerce habits. We found that speed, convenience,
and simplicity were key drivers for selecting one payment method over another, usually associated with
quickly executing purchase with a few steps. However,
even more important was to feel safe during the online
purchase experience. This should be considered a hygiene factor for making a transaction in the first place.
In a follow-up study, individual consumers were interviewed to explore these trends in more detail. These

Sources: 3) Svensk e-handel 2020, Nets
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IMPACT OF THE PANDEMIC ON E-COM FINTECHS

A parallel study investigated how Micro, Small and Me-

services could all play a role.

dium Enterprises (MSMEs) were affected by the pan-

Winning solutions need to sup-

demic and where their future priorities lie. This study

port merchants in minimizing

confirms that the priorities of small businesses are

lost sales and maximizing con-

similar to those of private consumers. More than a

version, moving to an e-com-

quarter of the companies in the study increased their

merce world with as few clicks

digitalization or online presence due to the pandemic.

as possible while ensuring that

When considering key focus areas ahead we see that

customers feel safe.

digitalization tops the list together with cashflow solutions. For self-employed and micro companies, digital-

• Merchants are likely to con-

ization was largely focused on accessing new custom-

tinuously explore omnichannel

ers through online channels. Medium sized companies,

solutions integrating the of-

however, increasingly prioritized improvements to their

fline and online payment expe-

existing online channels through a simplified user expe-

rience. At the same time, mer-

rience. Anders Riis of Swiipe confirms this, stating that

chants will demand simplicity,

”a challenge for startups in reaching businesses going

looking for payment providers

online for the first time is that they will typically turn to

to bundle their solutions and

an already known brand, making it difficult for startups

make them easy to integrate.

to get their message through to the micro businesses

Preferred solutions are turnkey

who are new to e-commerce.” The medium sized com-

platforms covering all payment

panies are more focused on reducing cart abandon-

needs rather than signing indi-

ment and improving user experience. As they also know

vidual contracts with separate

a broader range of payment providers, there is a clear

providers.

role for fintechs to play and an easier position to take.
The single most important solution regardless of com-

• The market for e-commerce

pany size, however, was online security. This was also

solutions is getting crowded,

confirmed by Christer Hernestig, CEO and founder of

which raises the question for

Defentry, which specializes in cybersecurity. “There is a

banks, fintechs and others on

big lack of help for SMEs”, he says. “They need to man-

whether they want to position

age security but they don’t have affordable solutions.

themselves

People need simplicity, which is where we come in.”

facing platform or rather be a

as

the

customer

partner to others who in turn
There are opportunities ahead, but players need to find

own the customer relationship.

their role in a crowded marketplace.

This especially important in the

So, what does all of this mean for the future? Key take-

context of open banking. When

aways include:

speed is crucial, not everything
can, or indeed should be devel-

• Growth is expected after the pandemic, but with less

oped inhouse; competitive ad-

dramatic shifts than we saw during 2020. This includes

vantage is obtained through

both increasing spend on e-commerce as well as a con-

strong capabilities and partner-

tinuous demand for improved overall e-commerce ex-

ship processes.

perience. User friendliness, security and value-added
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To foster collaboration in the future e-commerce ecosystem, a program such as Lighthouse could play an
important role in connecting partners. We strongly believe that the companies in previous, current, and future Lighthouse programs will be pivotal the future of
e-commerce, and we are here to support the market in
this development.
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PARTNERSHIPS

BANK-FINTECH PARTNERSHIPS:
WHY AND HOW
The Lighthouse program is all about partnerships.
But why is it important for banks and fintechs to find
ways to collaborate? And what does each party need
to do to ensure the partnership is fruitful? Here, we
explore the ‘why’ as well as the ‘how’ of these types of
partnerships based on insights gathered in discussions
with Lighthouse participants, partners and alumni
companies.
START UP

THE WHY

BANK

Gain legitimacy: Partnerships with large

Save time and cost: Developing a cut-

institutes such as banks are difficult to

ting-edge solution inhouse might take

enter, but a partnership gives a fintech

years given long IT pipelines, and require

a stamp of approval once they manage

large investments. Partnering with a

to enter into an agreement. This could

fintech can be achieved in a matter of

be both a competitive advantage, and

months depending on processes and

an enabler for other partnerships and

partnership capabilities.

investments
Business expansion: With fierce competiAccess to expertise/infrastructure: Banks

tion across banking services and regula-

are huge organizations that often have

tory pressure on margins, fintechs could

built up expertise in selected areas where

bring new business areas or revenue

fintechs have not yet had the time to

streams to support growth beyond tradi-

focus. One clear example is AML, legal

tional banking.

and compliance departments. Although
these organizations might make banks

Survival: Senior executives may perceive

move slowly, they are there for a reason

partnerships as providing niche oppor-

and will most likely be key for any fintech

tunities rather than being key to their

that wants to ensure their solution is safe

bank’s long term survival. Innovative

and trusted by consumers – which should

solutions that first attract only early

be even more relevant to fintechs than for

adopters can quickly become hygiene

startups in general

factors. Partnering with a fintech
enables traditional banks to seize the in-

Reach scale: Depending on the business

itiative, keep pace with competitors and

idea and how it fits to the focus, a bank

thus secure the future of their business.

can be both a customer and distribution
channel to reach other customers, either
consumers or businesses.
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START UP

THE HOW

Do your homework! When entering a partnership discussion, it is important to have a
clear agenda and target outcome in mind with regards to what the partnership should
bring to the business. Before the first meeting, it is vital to ensure that the right targets are identified and their roles and priorities are fully understood. The biggest issues
to avoid are talking to the wrong people and being caught in innovation theatre. The
Fintech party must be ready to sell their solution and not assume that the bank knows
it well before the meeting. Be concrete and show the benefits of the solution rather
than using jargon or buzzwords. Keep in mind that banks are huge organizations and
those first contacted might not fully understand the solution, at least initially. Additional
stakeholders will inevitably need to be brought on board. A ‘champion’ who understands
the proposition will be better equipped to identify the right stakeholders and advocate
for the solution internally. Finally, be clear in your intentions. Dare to end the conversation if it is apparent that a partnership will not be fruitful.
Have the right expectations: Most Lighthouse partnerships are signed a few months
after the program has ended. Understanding that entering partnerships with banks can
take several months, and maybe even a year, will help the business set the right expectations. Not all partnership journeys will be the same. Complexity and business criticality
of the solution will be two factors that determine the speed of entering an agreement.
For example, banks generally have long IT pipelines. If the solution requires a lot of complex IT implementation work for the bank, this could take significantly longer, and even
be a deal-breaker. In fact, limited group/bank budget was the most commonly mentioned barrier to fintech integration in a recent study by Fintech Mundi 1. If the solution
affects core functions of the bank (i.e. being business critical) and/or makes the bank
dependent on the solution to operate, this will require a lot more preparation and testing
than if it is an add-on solution, with much lower risk and cost of failure for the bank.
Find ways to bridge the wait: Due to the long processes involved in developing bank partnerships, the Fintech should in parallel continue to develop the solution, gain traction
and find ways to bridge limited liquidity. Banks often want to see a proof of concept of
the value from a solution. Even on a small scale this could be a powerful communicator
to reach the next levels in the discussions. Also, by developing the business in parallel
you will ensure that you haven’t wasted your time in case a partnership is not achieved.
Startups have many limitations in time, personnel and money. Finding ways to ride
through a long negotiation period can be challenging. In parallel with raising capital, consider partnerships that are more attainable for example, with other fintechs/startups/
scaleups. Although not always as impactful as a partnership with a large bank, collaborating with other startups could be both a survival bridge and a growth opportunity.
There may be opportunities for lighter types of partnerships such as using each other’s
services to save time/costs or even a synergistic merger.

Sources: 1) Fintech Disruptors Report Nordic 2019, Fintech Mundi
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PARTNERSHIPS

THE HOW

BANK

Involve the right stakeholders! Involve people from relevant departments and levels
of seniority to be able to make decisions effectively. This was the single most highlighted feedback we received when discussing the partnership topic with banks and
fintechs alike. Not only is it about who to invite, but also when. The general advice
is to involve the right stakeholders early on. Translating this into the Lighthouse
program schedule, this would mean that any feedback or lessons learned from
the first workshop should be addressed, to ensure that the second workshop gets
senior stakeholders up to speed and moves the partnership discussions forward.
Fintechs typically have a shortage of resources and the bank should play its part in
facilitating productive and forward moving discussions.
Dare to take risks: Banks are often risk-averse and look for opportunities to say no
rather than opportunities to find interesting partnerships. The bank needs to find
ways to push itself, either by developing a KPI measuring success in partnership
discussions or just putting this higher on the agenda. The most important aspect
is understanding that partnerships are of crucial importance as elaborated above.
For bank managers who want to push a partnership case internally, the Lighthouse
brand can serve as a stamp of approval of the quality of the fintech companies involved, as all the participants have undergone a thorough selection process before
entering the program.
See partnerships as a capability you need to improve over time: As the bank enters
into more and more partnerships, it will become more familiar with the processes
and steps needed for this to become a reality. At the same time, the bank needs to
consciously review its partnership development processes and improve them. Does
it have a fast-track onboarding process? Is there clarity as to what will happen
beyond an initial evaluation? If this is developed as a strategic focus area, over
time, the bank can improve its company assessment skills, better understand the
responsibility splits and easily identify which stakeholders to involve at what point.
As elaborated above, building this capability can be a key competitive advantage
for a bank.

CONCLUSIONS FOR LIGHTHOUSE PARTICIPANTS
1. See the Lighthouse program as a start of a long-term commitment
2. The more time and engagement you invest, the more likely you are to get a
positive partnership
3. Make use of all stakeholders – your likelihood for success is greater if you do not
try to do everything by yourself
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ALUMNI SERIES
Since its inception in 2018, over 100 companies have passed through the Lighthouse
program as part of their journeys. We have
interviewed two of these alumni companies,
Doconomy (winner of Lighthouse FINITIV fall
2019), and Desert Control (winner of Lighthouse MASSIV spring 2020), to hear more
about their experiences with Lighthouse and
learn about their journeys after the program.

• About making deserts green
• Learnings from their IPO
• Reflections on terraforming Mars

• About partnering with Mastercard
• Thoughts on pivoting from B2C to B2B
• Views on future sustainability solutions
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WINNERS

DESERT CONTROL – WINNER
MASSIV SPRING 2020
of a solution. It therefore took
12 years of intense R&D before
Desert Control was founded
in late 2017 with a patented
formula

for

Liquid

Nanoclay

(LNC). By applying LNC, farmers can grow crops in soil that
have low access to fresh water,
for example in desert environments. Today 70% of fresh water goes to agriculture. This is a
growing challenge in the whole
world and especially Africa. Our
solution is used for agriculture,

Interview with Ole Kristian Sivertsen
CEO of Desert Control
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landscaping, and reforestation,
to enhance growth of crops and
support biodiversity to thrive.

Your solution is very unique, can you tell us a bit about it?

Desert Control was an early par-

Sure! We are a company addressing the eminent need

ticipant in the MASSIV program,

of reducing the consumption of fresh water around the

can you tell us about your experi-

world. Our co-founder and inventor of our solution is

ence with the program?

a born problem solver, with a background as a Danish

When I learned about the fo-

born engineer in Norway engineer with experience as a

cus of the program to support

consultant in the oil industry. He came across a problem

impact companies scale and

that they tried to solve at a university in Egypt related

that the other participants had

to the sudden degradation of a previously fertile area

the same passion as us to save

along the Nile. The degradation was connected to the

the world, we could see a good

building of a dam in mid-1960’s and research identified

value for us to apply. We also

the lack of clay and silt minerals causing the desertifi-

heard that Mastercard had a

cation and soil degradation. To regain the fertile ground

vision to plant 100 million trees

the Norwegian engineer together with researchers

and has a Center for Inclusive

identified the relation to clay and attempted to put clay

Growth, the Mastercard Foun-

into the ground to make it fertile once again. However,

dation and the Innovation Lab

the method was inefficient, and the required massive

in Nairobi, all of which seemed

amounts of clay. The creative engineer took learnings

a perfect fit to accelerate the

from the oil industry and theorized of the opportunity

business model and access to

to liquify which reduced the consumption of clay from

partnerships.

100 kg per m2 to less than 1 kg. But in contrast to the

Participating

IT industry where bug fixes are relatively quick, in na-

program turned out to be very

ture it can take one to several years to see the effects

valuable for us, both in terms

in

the

MASSIV

2021.
of the advisors challenging the ideas we had on our

ven’t gone through this process

business model and the discussions we had with oth-

beforehand then investors will

er participants. The interaction with people in the pro-

smell it from miles away.

gram, the advisors, the board members, all provided a
lot of value. The partnership thinking was astonishing.

As a final note we are curious to

It was at such a level that it even strongly accelerated

learn what is next for you? Will

our IPO process. This was combined with the common

you approach Elon Musk to use

objective for everyone to find a way to build platforms

LNC for terraforming Mars?

that can scale through partnerships. For me the Light-

Haha! We will not reach out to

house MASSIV program is about people, partnership,

Elon, but he will likely reach out

and prosperity.

to us when he sees the deserts
becoming green – but let’s save

That surely sound like a good learning experience, do you

planet A first before going to

have any advice for future Lighthouse participants?

planet B. As for our more im-

You should focus less on this as a competition that you

mediate next steps, we will use

want to win and more on the partnership potential be-

our funding from the IPO to

tween companies. Most participants in the program will

scale our business further. In

never compete in the market, I would therefore suggest

our current business model, we

to instead use each other to find common ground for

are directly in contact with end

partnering, as I believe this can bring significant value.

customers, such as the farmers.
This is great for us to collect

As you mentioned you recently went through an IPO, do

data and adapt our solution to

you have any learnings to share from this experience?

different types of soil, climates

I think there is a larger difference between a small seed

and crops. However, to scale,

investment round from angel investors and a large pri-

we plan to move later to a sort

vate investment round of say 50 million NOK, than be-

of franchise model where local

tween the private investment round of 50 million NOK

entrepreneurs can serve their

and an IPO where you raise 200 million NOK. Both of the

surroundings with LNC from our

larger investment rounds require a lot of due diligence

local factories. With the collect-

and having all the processes in place. When taking a

ed data we will be able to use

company public, it is even more crucial to have good

algorithms to provide adapted

stakeholder management and a high level of trans-

solutions for each client while

parency. You also need to ensure that the company is

simultaneously reaching scale.

mature for taking a path for growth. Many founders

This will also lower the costs of

of innovative solutions regard their invention as their

our product, enabling addition-

baby and will have a hard time letting it go. What the

al types of customers to adopt

founders need to understand is that the solution will

our solution.

no longer be your baby, not even your teenager, but an
adult who has moved out and needs to live its a of its

You are definitely in a very inter-

own. Once the company has ‘structural capital’ rath-

esting journey and we look for-

er than individual capital tied to specific people, then

ward to following your develop-

you can raise significant amount of funding. If you ha-

ment in the future!
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WINNERS

DOCONOMY – WINNER
FINITIV FALL 2019

Interview with Mathias Wikström (CEO)and Johan Pihl (CIO)
Please give us an overview of Doconomy, what do you do?

use credit cards as a carrier for

At Doconomy we dedicate ourselves to help individu-

this solution and thereby enable

als and businesses visualize the impact their choices

sustainable consumption for all

have on the climate, take control over these actions,

cardholders.

and build a more sustainable future together. We offer solutions for both consumers and businesses – our

What

were

your

experiences

reach through partners is approximately 273 million

from the Lighthouse, program?

people already.

When entering Lighthouse we

We are a purpose-driven company; this means that we

already knew Mastercard from

are not just searching for revenues but to find the solu-

our time developing the Åland

tion to a problem, which in our case is the climate crisis

Index. We therefore saw this

we face today.

program as a natural next step
in enhancing our relationships
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How did it all start?

with Mastercard, which it also

Before starting Doconomy, we did a project together

was.

with Ålandsbanken that resulted in the Åland Index,

house is like getting an educa-

which is a solution for CO2 emission calculations from

tion into the ecosystem, a val-

expenditures. We then created Doconomy to build on

uable insight to have when you

the insights and solutions from the Åland Index with an

want to develop your business.

ambition to scale it. I wouldn’t say that we had a global

We then won the Lighthouse

ambition, that sounds too industrial, but we have an

program and had a chance to

ambition to share this solution to the rest of the world.

participate

Because as the climate crisis is global, we also need

card’s global startup program,

to look beyond our borders to provide a solution to it.

StartPath. Here we got even

We realized early on that there was an opportunity to

further understanding of the

Participating

also

on

in

Light-

Master-

2021.
global reach and the great potential that Mastercard

started B2C, got huge traction

can offer. This was especially valuable since Mastercard

on our B2B solution, and then

decided to invest in Doconomy.

we can come back to B2C to
scale it as well. The difficulties

What have you been up to after the program?

lie in making the right priorities.

We have been through a lot! As an example, the Åland
Index has now been incorporated into Mastercard’s

You do indeed sound very busy.

transaction platform. We believe this represents a par-

What is next on the horizon for

adigm shift in the industry and illustrates how impor-

Doconomy?

tant the climate crisis is.

We are still establishing our-

We are now working on the 2030 Calculator, where

selves and want to be a driving

companies will be able to measure the impact of their

force for leading the develop-

products in a consistent manner. End consumers will

ment of shared standards to

then be able to compare the impact of, for example,

measure impact. A shared lan-

two different pairs of shoes they are interested in. We

guage is paramount if we are to

believe that this is the next step on our journey to un-

be able to compare and make

derstand the impact our choices have on a transparent,

different choices in the future.

more granular level. Approximately 60% of your private

With transparency comes in-

emissions today comes from consumption. Consumers

sight and with insight comes

must be able to compare products and make informed

a greater sense of responsi-

choices aligned to climate.

bility. To accelerate that, as

Another initiative we have is a rewards program called

well as illustrating that all life

Planet Loyalty that banks will be able to offer their cus-

is interconnected, we also just

tomers. Through consuming responsibly in accordance

launched H2O as an additional

to Doconomy’s formulas, customers will earn rewards

impact metric to the existing

that they later can chose to donate and invest in differ-

CO2 data in the Åland Index.

ent climate projects, verified through our collaboration

The interest from society is huge

with the UN.

and we have recently entered
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various exciting partnerships,

You started as a B2C company but then pivoted to focus

further showing how important

more on B2B. What is your identity today?

this is. However, the solution we

It is correct that we started as B2C but then launched

build is only a starting point and

B2B2C solutions that we were able to expand globally.

we believe a new ecosystem is

We still have the DO app and DO card live in Sweden

already in the making.

and are looking into ways to scale these solutions internationally as well. One could illustrate it like a yo-yo: we
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LIGHTHOUSE 2021 FALL SEMESTER

TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY
TO APPLY!
Applications for the fall semester are now open and
we look forward to welcoming 20 new companies!

Are you a fast-growing & innovative
(fin)tech company looking to partner with
Mastercard and leading banks in the
Nordics and Baltics?

Are you an impact company with roots in the
Nordics & Baltics ready to take the next step
in scaling your business and creating positive
change in the world? Then Mastercard Lighthouse, our partners and advisors want to
support you!

- Or

Apply to the Fall 2021 FINITIV or MASSIV program before Aug 13
Read more on mclighthouse.com

Lighthouse Fall 2021 Timeline
Open
Applications
10 June

Applications
Close
13 August

Application
period

JUNE
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JULY

AUGUST

LIGHTHOUSE
Workshop
1
Announce
Fall Class

SEPTEMBER

LIGHTHOUSE
Workshop
2

OCTOBER

LIGHTHOUSE
Workshop
3

NOVEMBER

LIGHTHOUSE
Finale

DECEMBER

2021.

THANK YOU TO
EVERYONE INVOLVED!
Program team and Mastercard
Contributors

The startups in the
Lighthouse 2021 cohort

60+ investor companies
who participated on our demo day

Anders Ostensvig

Maria Lindholm Pellborn

Audrius Rutkauskas

Maria Archontoulis

Casper Bjørner

Marie Claire Maxwell

Chang Hao-Hsuan

Mathias Wikström

Fredrik Nilzén

Medjit Yalmaz

Geetha Selvakumar

Meelis Nurk

Ida Louise Schulin-Zeuthen

Mikkel Skott Olsen

Jim Runsten

Morten Schwaner

Johan Pihl

Ole Kristian Sivertsen

Katrine Thor Andersen

Simon Engelbrecht

Lars Hamre

Stine Kirstein Junge

Lennaert Jonkers

Susanne Hannestad

Lisbeth Zacho

Ted Scheiman

Magdalena Frembäck

Banking Partners

Program Partners

Community Partners

Do you want to become a Lighthouse partner?
Contact info@mclighthouse.com
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FOR YOUR INQUIRIES ABOUT LIGHTHOUSE,

FOR QUESTIONS ON CONTENT OF THIS REPORT,

PLEASE CONTACT

PLEASE CONTACT

Mats Taraldsson

Harry Brunow

Head of Innovation,

Director, Business Development,

Fintech and Impact-tech Engagements

Mastercard Data & Services

Mats.Taraldsson@mastercard.com

Harry.Brunow@mastercard.com

Caroline Barnekow

David Sucasas Wictorén

Director,

Managing Consultant,

Fintech and Impact-tech Engagements

Mastercard Data & Services

Caroline.Barnekow@mastercard.com

David.SucasasWictoren@mastercard.com

Lana Brandorne

Therese Höijer

Program Manager,

Consultant,

FINITIV

Mastercard Data & Services

Lana.Brandorne@mastercard.com

Therese.Hoijer@mastercard.com

Eleonore Hinlopen
Program Manager,
MASSIV
Eleonore.Hinlopen@mastercard.com

